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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2196286A2] A hook clamping device for hooking workpieces, particularly sheets, comprises a body (10) having a relatively wide opening
(18) from which a hook clamping member extends with a clearance (30), which is movable between a rear position and a forward position in which
a workpiece is clamped. A translatable guard member (48) having a narrow opening (52), which is also engaged by the hook clamping member
(30), is associated with the body (10) close to a wide opening (18). The guard member (48) and the hook clamping member (30) cooperate with
the relatively wide opening (18) in order to keep the gap between the wide opening (18) and the hook clamping member (30) closed. The device
comprises movement means (20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 32, 38, 42) including a toggle mechanism, and adapted to move the hook clamping member (30)
according to an angular movement in such a manner that, in its position of rest, it is arranged substantially within the body (10).
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